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ABSTRACT

Though many linguists have shown a strong concern for social issues, there
is an apparentcontradictionbetween the principlesof objectivity needed for
scientific work and commitment to social action. The Black English trial in
Ann Arbor showed one way in which this contradictioncould be resolved.
The first decade of research on Black English was markedby violent differences between creolists and dialectologists on the structureand origin of
the dialect. The possibility of a joint point of view first appeared in the
general reaction of linguists against the view that blacks were linguistically
and genetically inferior. The entranceof black linguists into the field was a
critical factor in the furtherdevelopment of the creole hypothesis and the
recognition of the distinctive featuresof the tense and aspect system. At the
trial, linguists were able to present effective testimony in the form of a
unified view on the origins and structuralcharacteristicsof the Black English Vernacularand argue for its validity as an alternateto standardEnglish. (Black English, language and the law.)
SOME

GENERAL

QUESTIONS

ABOUT

LINGUISTICS

There are two questions that are put to linguists whenever they deal with the
public: what is linguistics about? and what is it good for?' None of us can avoid
answeringthose questions altogether:even those who stay away from introductory courses and never give public lectures have to respond sooner or later to the
concerns of their family and the curiosity of their friends.
One set of answers given by formal linguists begins with the idea that linguistics is about the structureof the human mind, as reflected in the innate language
faculty. Linguistics is said to be basic researchthat will give us more knowledge
about mankind - but has no immediate application to the problems that most
people are worried about. When the question of social value is put in a more
challenging form - who is linguistics good for? - it can be said that linguistics is
good for present-day linguists, who are given an interesting way to earn their
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living, and for futuregenerationsof linguists, who will enjoy testing the hypotheses that we generate today.
A distinctly different view is that linguistics is the study of an instrumentof
communicationthat is used in everyday life, an instrumentthat has evolved as a
partof our social and biological history. This is the point of view that lies behind
my own research. This approachisn't totally opposed to the other view, but it
leads to different answers to the second question - what is linguistics good for? I
would argue that linguistic research applies to a good many of the questions
facing contemporary society: how to reverse educational failure in the inner
cities; how to resolve conflicts and paradoxesthat center aroundbilingual education; how to implement the responsibility of the law to communicate to the
public.
However, the applicationof linguistic researchto social issues isn't carriedout
in the value-free atmospherethat is best for scientific work. Research on inner
city problems brings us into confrontationwith psychologists who say that the
language of black children has none of the means necessary for logical thought
(Labov i969a). Research on bilingual education frequently involves the researcherin public debates where the use of one language or anotheris as much a
political goal as an educationalstrategy. Testimony on the objectivity and clarity
of legal language involves the linguist in the adversaryproceduresof the courtroom, where the ultimate issues have nothing to do with the forms of language
used. This kind of engagement may be far removed from the dispassionate
approachto verification and disproof that's essential for good scientific work.
The confrontation of linguistic research with social controversy has created a
serious problem for those who believe that linguistics can be applied to social
issues, that it should be applied - but that if linguists try to do so, they'll be
losing the scholarly and scientific detachmentthat they need to do good research.
The case against partisanactivity was put most eloquently by the great jurist
LearnedHand, who wrote fifty years ago: "You cannotraise the standardsagainst
oppression, or leap into the breachto relieve injustice, and still keep an open ear to
the cold voice of doubt. I am satisfied that a scholar who tries to combine these
partssells his birthrightfor a mess of potage:that, when the final count is made, it
will be found that the impairment of his powers far outweighs any possible
contribution to the causes he has espoused.'" (Hand 1939: 139)2
This calm and detached point of view is a comfortableone for many scholars.
But for others, the position of Learned Hand cannot be adopted without great
cost. It yields for them a sharpconflict between scientific conscience and social
conscience. To relieve that conflict, linguists often make appeal to the irreducible values of basic research. There's no doubt that we can and should defend
those values; but what we're doing now is basic only relative to something else
that we're doing now. Our passion for "basic" linguistic research shouldn't
blind us to the painful realization that there's only a small chance that linguists
will be building on our results several hundredyears from now. If we can answer
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the needs of the present without compromising that possibility, we may be able
to resolve the conflict between the social being and the linguistic analyst. We'll
also have a much better chance of getting research support from our fellow
citizens. And we may get a satisfactory answer to our own final question as to
whether or not we have wasted our time on earth.
This paper is about the resolution of the conflict between objectivity and
commitment. I will put forward some principles of objectivity that I think will
get general agreementfrom linguists and from scholars and scientists in general.
By following these principles in our scientific work we have the best chance of
controlling our personal drive to prove a point. I'll also present principles of
commitment that I think will receive the endorsement of the great majority of
linguists. Finally, I'll try to show that these two sets of principles can be reconciled. The discussion will center aroundone case where such a resolution can be
seen: the Black English trial in Ann Arbor.
THE

CONSEQUENCES

OF

SCATTERED

SITE

HOUSING

In the I 96os, the city of Ann Arbortook a decision to locate low-income housing
in scattered sites throughout the city, rather than concentratethem in a single
downtown area. A project was built on Green Road in an outlying section of the
city. The apartmentsare right on the main road:they are neat and workman-like,
with clapboard, brick, and shingle siding. Across the street is an assembly of
Colonial-style brick apartmentsthat extend across a numberof blocks, screened
by evergreens and birches. Down the road are streets that wind through the
woods to Elizabethan manors, 12-bedroom homes with stone fronts and wide
lawns, modem houses in pine and cedar.
The children in the Green Road project go to the MartinLutherKing Elementary School nearby. It is a one-story building surroundedby small trees, approached by a road that curves up across an enormous green lawn. The fiont
entrance is a contemporarydesign with glass panels between solid red and blue
sections. It looks like a nice school to go to. The racial balance is 8o% white,
13% black, 7% Asian and Latino. A minority of these black childrencome from
Green Road: they are the children that the case was about.
After a number of years on Green Road, the mothers of these children found
that they were doing very badly in school. The school recognized this fact
officially: the children were given all the labels that go with educationalfailure:
learning disabled, behavior problems, emotionally disturbed, and the like. But
their mothersbelieved that they were healthy, normal children, and they became
increasingly angry with a school system that declared the reverse. Four of the
mothers made contact with the Student Advocacy Center, headed by Ruth
Zweifler, and then with Michigan Legal Services [MLS], a public-interestlaw
firm. MLS contributedKenneth Lewis, a black lawyer who had come to Detroit
from Baltimore several years before, and Gabriel Kaimowitz, who, among other
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things, had successfully establishedthe rightsof mentalpatientsto rejectpsychosurgery. On July 28, I977, they brought suit in Federal court against the King
School, the Ann ArborSchool District, and the Michigan Boardof Educationon
behalf of fifteen children for the authorities' failure to take into account the
cultural, social, and economic factors that would prevent them from making
normal progress in the school.3
The plaintiffs argued that the School District had failed to do a numberof
things that would have helped solve the problem:to provideinstructionalalternatives based on the unique needs of the children;to inform staff of the racial and
linguistic characteristicsof the Green Road children; to provide reading programsthat would diagnose the problems;to involve the GreenRoad parentsin an
active role in the reading program. The full force of the complaint is best
understoodby considering what the School Districthad done for the children. It
had:
a. placed or threatenedto place five children in classes for the mentally
handicapped.
b. placed or threatenedto place two of them in classes and programsfor
learning disabled children.
c. suspended or threatened to suspend two others from classes.
d. retained or threatened to retain in grade two others.
e. tracked three other children at lower levels of group instruction.
f. graduatedtwo others to junior high school without preparingthem to
read, write, and do basic arithmetic at the level required,
g. accepted labels and reports derogatory to two preschoolers.4
All this had been done, according to the plaintiffs, "without regardto plaintiffs' racial and linguistic backgrounds." The school recordshows that the staff
was puzzled but didn't have the knowledge to evaluate what their tests showed:
Mrs. G. questionedhow it had been determinedthat M. was certifiedlearning
disabled. Dr. K. said there was evidence of perceptualhandicaps,a difference
in his visual and auditoryprocesses, and the patternof scores showed extreme
strengths and extreme weaknesses. It was a very irregularpattern.
Anothercase showed that the staff was handicappedby their inadequateknowledge of the children's characteristicsand the biased natureof the tests that they
were using:
The Wepman test was given to see if R. could discriminatesounds. He was
attendingwell to the task, but he had extreme difficulty. This might contribute
to his spelling problem. Mr. M. mentionedthatthis is a patternin R.'s speech.
He actually doesn't seem to hear sound differences.
The speech therapistsweren't aware that the Wepmantest includeda numberof
oppositions that are mergers in the Black English Vernacular:pin vs. pen, sheaf
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vs. sheath, clothe vs. clove, and so forth. These facts and the consequent misreporting of the hearing abilities of normal black children have been made
available since I965. Yet tests such as these continueto be used with consequent
misreporting of the hearing abilities of normal black children.5
LANGUAGE

BARRIERS

Judge Joiner's first majoraction in the King case was to consider the motions of
the defendants to dismiss the complaints against them (MemorandumOpinion
and Orderof May I7, 1978). For the purposesof this motion, he presumedthat
the allegations of the plaintiffs were in fact true - that the Green Road children
were in fact culturally, socially, and economically deprived, and that they had
been labelled "learning disabled" and "emotionally impaired" without due
considerationof their cultural and racial background.He dismissed all these as
causes of action and the claim that the case fell under the "equal protection"
clauses of the Constitution:
No law or clause of the Constitutionof the United States explicitly secures the
rights of plaintiff to special educational services to overcome unsatisfactory
academic performance based on cultural, social or economic background.
The judge did retain one of the causes of action - that the defendantshad failed
to take appropriateaction to overcome languagebarriers,in violation of Title 20
of the U.S. Code, Section 1703(f):
No state shall deny equal educationalopportunityto an individualon account
of his or her race, color, sex or national origin by. . .
(f) the failure by an educationalagency to take appropriateaction to overcome
linguistic barriersthat impede equal participationby its studentsin its instructional programs.
The plaintiffs had argued that the Green Road children spoke "a vernacular
known as 'Black English"' which was so different from the common language
spoken in school as to constitute such a barrier.The judge found nothing in the
previous history of legislation that specified such barriersmust involve foreign
languages. He quoted President Nixon's 1972 message to Congress:
School authorities must take appropriate action to overcome whatever
language barriersexist. . . This would establish, in effect, an educational
bill of rights for Mexican-Americans,PuertoRicans, Indiansand others who
start under language handicaps . . [Judge Joiner's emphasisi
The judge argued that the list of language types given here was only illustrative
and "could well include students whose 'language barrier'results from the use
of some type of nonstandardEnglish." Therefore, a language barrierdue to
dialect differences between black and white childrenmight reasonablybe a cause
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for action under 1703(0, if it could be shown that these differenceswere brought
aboutthrougha historyof racial segregation. He concludedthatthe allegationsin
the King School case must be examined to determine the seriousness of the
language barriers. In a later opinion (December 29, 1978) he insisted that all
referenceto culturalcharacteristicsof the plaintiffsbe removed, and the description of the barriers be confined to linguistic matters. He also
asked for a more specific demonstrationof the connectionbetween the neglect of
these barriersand race. In the Lau vs. Nichols and later decisions, the Supreme
Court had made it plain that there need not be any intent to discriminate:it is
enough to show thatthe handicapis due to the effects of past discrimination.But
the plaintiffs had to show that the school had neglected to overcome language
barriersratherthan the alleged economic and culturalbarriersthatwere declared
"irrelevant" to the case.
The "King School case" was thus transformedinto the "Black English"
case. When the case was first filed, Lewis and Kaimowitzapproachedit only in
terms of legal, political, and economic issues. But shortly thereafter, Lewis
heardGeneva Smithermantalk about Black English on television, and he asked
her to join the case. In reviewing the school records, Smithermanfound the
linguistic problems in the tests used and located the quotations given above
where educators singled out features of Black English without being aware of
what they were doing. This eventually became the strongest evidence that the
schools had failed to take into account the natureof Black English in teaching
childrento read. Lewis and Kaimowitz thus found themselves centrallyinvolved
in the language question that had originally been a peripheralissue for them.
They explained, before and after the case was over, that they felt the economic
and social problems were still central. Yet it was not an accident of legal
terminologythat introducedBlack English into the case, but the combinationof a
lawyer who intuitively felt that language was deeply involved in black people's
experience, and a linguist who could prove that it was.
Smitherman,directorof the Center for Black Studies at Wayne State in Detroit, now took on the main responsibility for assembling the evidence and
testimony on Black English. She had made recordingsof the spontaneousspeech
of all the Green Road children involved, and presenteda long list of quotations
from these recordings to illustrate the nature of the language barrierfor the
amended complaint.6 Those familiar with inner city black vernacularwill note
thatthese quotationsstrongly suggest that we are dealing with a languagesystem
very close to it. Gerard B., in the second grade, said:
My momma name is Annie, and my Daddy name is James.
which illustratesthe characteristicfull form of the copula among young speakers
of Black English Vernacular(BEV)7 and the zero form of the possessive in
prenominalposition. Jacqueline D., also in the second grade, uses habitualbe
freely along with the special BEV form of the first person future:
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When school is out this time, I'ma be going to summerschool and I a still be
going to school.
Tito R., in kindergarten, was also a strong user of habitual be:
When it be raining, I be taking it to school.
When Tito heard the tape played back he said:
It don't sound like me, do it?
showing the absence of 3rd singular ls/ that is to be expected in spite of some
surface insertions as in this quotation from Michael B., in the sixth grade:
The reason why he bes smart is the reward he gets.
The similarity of the grammarof the Green Road children to the vernacular
describedin the inner cities was a majorpoint of the plaintiffs' case. GreenRoad
was a scatteredsite but it was also a small ghetto: the childrenplayed only with
each other and transmittedthe black vernacularwith minimal interferencefrom
other dialects.
Smithermanprovided I 84 extracts from the tapes to illustratethe characterof
the home language. A comparison of these with the recorded speech of black
children in Harlem, Detroit, Los Angeles, Washington, and elsewhere showed
close agreementin phonology, morphology, syntax, and the main featuresof the
tense and aspect system. There were enough examples of the copula to allow a
quantitativecomparison with other studies. Table i shows the numbersof full,
contracted, and deleted forms for the Green Road children and for the spontaneous speech of 14 second-graders in Harlem studied by Torrey (197I).8
The two patternsare remarkablysimilar:full and zero forms predominatefor
is with less contraction,and the zero form predominatesfor are. It is evident that
the Green Road children use the same BEV grammarthat has been found in the
major centers of the black population of the north.
Among Smitherman'smost extraordinaryachievementswas the publicitygenerated about Black English in the months precedingthe trial. News stories about
the trial, particularlyin the Detroit Free Press, presentedan unusuallyfavorable
view of the case - and the only informedand accurateaccountsof Black English
that have appearedin the press so far.9 But her majortask was to mobilize a team
TABLE

I.

Copula variation of Green Road and Harlem
children
Green Road
children

full
contracted
zero

is
6
2
7

are
1
1
5
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graders
is
18
14
34
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2
1
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of experts to testify at the trial. These includedpsychologists and educatorssuch
as Gary Simpkins, who is the coauthorof a transitionalreadingprogramwhich
has been very successful in dealing with the use of Black English in schools. ",
Among the linguists to testify were a numberof black scholarswho had entered
the field in the early 1970s: Smitherman herself, Jerrie Scott, and Milford
Jeremiah. Among the white allies of the black community, RichardW. Bailey
played a major role from the outset. His tape-recordingsof the Green Road
children - playing, singing, and arguing with each other - demonstratedthat
they did indeed speak a radicallydifferent dialect of English when they were at
home, though in court they appearedto the judge to speak "just like my granddaughters." He was also able to show thatthe King School teachershad no clear
knowledge of Black English, but projected instead negative stereotypes in response to the children's language. J. L. Dillardprovidedtestimonyon the Creole
history of Black English, an essential element in the plaintiffs' argumentthat the
language differences involved were the result of racial segregation.
One of the trips that Smithermanmade around the country was to Philadelphia, where she asked me to testify on the plaintiffs' side. At this point I
became committed to their position, and the rest of this reportwill presentthe
case from that point of view. The testimony and issues that I will discuss are not
necessarily the most significant part of the legal case. My aim here is to show
how linguistic analysis can be applied to an importantissue, and then to resolve
if I can the contradictionthat was presentedat the outset:between the objectivity
needed for linguistic researchand commitmentto a social position in an adversary situation.
SOME

PRINCIPLES

OF

COMMITMENT

Among the principles that would motivate linguists to take social action, one is
likely to command the most general agreement. We may call it the principle of
error correction:
A scientist who becomes aware of a widespreadidea or social practice with
importantconsequences that is invalidated by his own data is obligated to
bring this error to the attention of the widest possible audience.
This principle may lead people to compose letters, attend meetings, or write
books, ' but it may not be enough to motivate a scholar to take the stand and
testify in an adversarysituation. Technically, expert testimony is not a partisan
matter.Witnesses in any case are encouragedto avoid any obvious show of bias,
and commitment to a point of view does not imply distortion of the data or
suppression of facts. But a witness for a given side must be preparedto be
attackedfor defects in his or her training, intelligence, or honesty. 12 Testifying
may also demandthe commitmentof a greatdeal of time and effort. This can be
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profitable when the client has means, but MLS was in no position to pay its
witnesses.
There is a second principle of commitmentthat can be recognized here, one
that I believe is endorsedby the great majorityof linguists. Many of the witnesses who were called on had done linguistic researchin the black community, and
respondedto an obligation toward that community. They were aware that their
books and articles on Black English had contributedto their own prestige and
promotion in the academic world. But black youth in 1979 suffered from the
same educationalfailure and unemployment,the same sense of disillusionment
and despair, as in I964 when researchon these problemshad begun. A debt had
been incurred, but it had not been repaid.
It isn't easy to formulatethe general principle of obligation that is operating
here. As I first stated it, a linguist who has gathereddata in a speech community
has an obligation to act in the interestsof membersof thatcommunity,when they
have need of it. But many linguists gatherdata from the rich and powerful, rather
than the poor and oppressed. I was asked, are these linguists obliged to protect
the privileges of the upperclasses, if those privileges are menaced?Many linguists work in countries where the political situationhas confused the question of
who speaks for the people's needs. How are they to apply such a principle?One
way of simplifying these problems is to focus on the data that the linguist has
collected, and what is to be done with it. 13 We can then formulatea principle of
the debt incurred that might receive very general support:
An investigator who has obtained linguistic data from members of a speech
community has an obligation to make knowledge of that data available to the
community, when it has need of it.
This principlewould not be so easy to endorse if we were dealing with a broader
range of social or political data. It is not always so clear who has rights to such
information.Linguists, like other researchers,must be fiercely committedto the
privacy of their sources. But the knowledge that springs from linguistic analysis
is, by definition, the general property of the speech community. And it is no
one's interest for it to remain buried in the linguist's field notes or unpublished
papers.
One can formulatea more active statementof this principle, which still might
be endorsed by a large numberof linguists who have gathereddata of this kind:
An investigator who has obtained linguistic data from members of a speech
community has an obligation to use the knowledge based on that data for
benefit of the community, when it has need of it.
This principlewould not be so easy to endorse if we were dealing with a broader
range of social or political data. It is not always so clear who has rights to such
information.Linguists, like other researchers,must be fiercely committedto the
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and Kaimowitz drew their panel of experts from those who had alreadycommitted themselves, by one means or another, to action on behalf of the black
community. They were also committed to an intellectualposition in supportof
the idea thatthere was a well-formed grammarof Black English, that it reflected
a long history of separatedevelopment, and that it formeda system distinctfrom
other English dialects. Furthermore,they had all engaged in the strugglefor the
recognitionof Black English as an object of linguistic study. In short, they were
committed individuals. In what way then could their testimony be considered
impartial evidence on a matter of scientific fact?
The answer to that question requires a review of the academic and political
controversies that had developed over Black English in the decade and a half
before the trial.
THE

HISTORY

OF

BLACK

ENGLISH

AS

A PUBLIC

ISSUE

The linguistic system that was the center of the Ann Arborcase is a remarkably
uniformgrammarthat is used by black childrenthroughoutthe UnitedStates and
by most black adults in intimateor vemacular settings. '4 Judge Joinerused the
term "Black English," but I will continue the current linguistic practice of
referringto this grammaras the Black English Vernacularor BEV. The term
"Black English" will be reserved as a cover term for all forms of English used
by black people in the United States, includingStandardBlack English. ' 5 As the
result of a special series of historicalevents, we probablyknow more aboutBEV
than any other vemaculardialect in the world. Its phonology, syntax, tense and
aspect system, and lexical semanticshave been reportedin even moredetail than
New York City English, ParisianFrench, or the Portugueseof Rio de Janeiro.16
Yet it was not even recognized as a distinct form of English until the mid-I96os.
It may seem strangethat BEV had to be "discovered," as if it were an ancient
script buried in a mound or an argot spoken by a secret society. It is spoken by
about twenty million people, can be heard on street corners, playgrounds,and
frontporches in all partsof the United States, and continuesa linguistictradition
that dates back three centuries. Under the name of "Negro dialect" it is mimicked and caricaturedwith variousdegrees of accuracyin songs, minstrelshows,
films, andjokes. Yet its existence has been vigorouslydenied by black and white
scholars since the beginning of the twentieth century.
As Stewart(i 965) has pointed out, this denial is partof an egalitarianreaction
to the statementsof writerswho assumed the inferiorityof blacks. The underlying assumption of educational psychologists in the I960s was that any differences observed between black and white children were marks of black inferiority. They believed that such differences could be eliminated by
compensatoryeducation. Accordingly, psychologists searched for explanations
of educational failure in the early environment of the child - bad nutrition,
female-dominatedhouseholds, inadequateculturalstimulation, noisy surround174
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ings (Deutsch, Katz, & Jensen I968). On the language front, the search for the
sources of culturaldeprivationled to the notion of verbaldeprivation.The deficit
hypothesis was firmly built into the language of legislation, so that the complaints submitted by MLS necessarily dealt with the schools' neglect of the
deprivationsuffered by the children, not directly with the failure of the teaching
methods themselves.
Linguists and anthropologistsdisagreed with both positions: that blacks were
inferior, and thatthey were suffering from culturaldeprivation.They advanceda
"difference" theory: that there were importantand persistent differences between blacks and whites, but that these were not marksof black inferiority.To
solve the educational problems of the inner city, teachers would have to take
these differences into account ratherthan treat black children as if they were
identical with whites (Baratz & Baratz 1969, Labov I969a).
Dialectologists were as firmly opposed to the deficit theory as other linguists.
They had always contended that vernaculardialects were as logically consistent
as the language of the schoolroom (McDavid 1979). Southem dialectologists in
particularwould align themselves with Sledd in his fierce attacks against the
imposition of a northern standard and the whole notion of "bidialectalism"
(i969, 1972). But dialectologists certainlydid not agree thatblack speech forms
formed a separateand distinct system from white dialects. Krapp(1924) stated
that ". . . the Negro speaks English of the same-kind,and class for class, of the
same degree, as the English of the most authenticdescendantsof the first settlers
and Jamestown and Plymouth" (igo). Kurathcame to the same conclusion on
the basis of the Atlas data: "By and large the Southern Negro speaks the
language of the white man of his locality or area and of his level of education"
(I949:6).

Black scholars were among the first to challenge this point of view. Lorenzo
Turner's 1949 study of Africanisms in the Gullah Dialect is now generally
regardedas an essential demonstrationof the persistence of African traits in the
speech of mainlandblacks, though it was largely ignored in his lifetime. Beryl
Bailey (I965) pointed out the resemblancesbetween the grammaticalforms that
she heardfrom blacks in New York City and the JamaicanCreole syntax that she
had described in majorresearch(I966). A "Creolist" position developed, articulatedmost forcefully by Stewart(I967), which underlinedthe importanceof the
parallels between BEV and the Creole grammarsof the Caribbean,within the
general typological framework of West African languages that characterized
those grammars.Though Gullah is the only living example of such a Creole on
the mainland, the case for a more widespreadCreole grammarin the 18th and
igth centuries was reinforced by evidence from various historical sources. Dillard was among the most active in assembling this evidence, and his book Black
English (1972) was importantin establishing the term and the dialect as a social
fact for the general public.
The Creolists developed their position with a sharppolemic against the posi175
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tion of the dialectologists. Dillard and Stewart were particularlystrong in their
criticisms. For example, Dillard (1972) characterizesMcDavid as a "pundit of
dialectology" (1 I9) who "pontificated" (2I8) "the absurdrequirementof tracing words of Africanorigins only to areaspopulatedpredominantlyby Negroes"
(120).
McDavid's notes to the I963 abridgmentof Mencken's AmericanLanguage are said to "carry research on Negro dialect to an all-time low," in
suggesting that some features of the Negro dialect may be exaggeratedfor the
benefit of white listeners (8). This kind of writing contributedto the popular
success of Dillard's book, but it did not encourage the kind of communication
that would resolve the controversy. It isn't easy for an outsiderto understandthe
reason for this kind of polemic, since the quotedremarksseem eminentlyreasonable, and the original text shows that McDavid was talking about the verbal
aspects of " 'tommin'," not the black vernacularitself. McDavid's early position on the origins of the dialect spoken by black Americans (McDavid &
McDavid 195Ia) takes a balanced view of the informationthen available; his
reappraisal2I years later (McDavid I 972) shows a clear awarenessof the contributions of Creolists, and calls for more historical researchon the question of
Creole origins. 17 But other dialectologists were not as judicious or restrained,
and the argument became increasingly intemperateover the next few years.
In I965, I began a study of BEV in Harlem with a team of black and white
investigators, a project supported by the Office of Education with the aim of
finding out whether differences in the language used by black children and the
languageof the classroom could help explain the failureof the innercity schools
to teach reading (Labov, Cohen, Robins, & Lewis i968). We tried to take an
objective position on the developing controversybetween Creolists and dialectologists, with the aim of resolving that issue with quantitativestudies of language in vernacularsettings. In fact, we were inevitablybiased by our previous
history. The Harlemprojectbroke new groundin quantitativemethodsof analysis and field work, combining the earlier interview techniquesof the New York
City study (Labov 1966) with the group sessions and ethnographicapproachof
Gumperz (i964). Yet we paid more attentionto those phonological and grammatical featuresthatcould be quantifiedthanto the tense and aspect markersthat
proved to be of great importance in tracing the Creole origins of BEV.
One of the reasonsthatwe did not appreciatethe full force of the Creolistsis that
we were prejudiced against their descriptions of the grammarof BEV. The
Creolistpracticewas to note examples of forms thatwere similarto the grammars
of CaribbeanCreoles, and set aside any forms that resembledwhite dialects as
borrowings. This procedure would lead us to the conclusion that vernacular
speakers switch codes many times in every sentence. The resulting basilectal
grammardid not resembleany languagethatwe had studied, since it had very few
options and none of the inherentvariationthatwe found to be typicalof all living
languages.
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The Creolist descriptions of BEV are exemplified in Dillard's Chapter II
which brings together his own observationsand those made by Stewart,
Bailey, and others. Dillard reports (6I-62) that BEV does not use the plural
inflection when it is redundant,so that we have a whole lotta song but the songs.
We found no such tendency towards a "nonredundant"plural, but rather a
generalizationof the plural inflection with zero forms like sheeps and deers; the
zero form is largely confined to nouns of measure, where BEV is less consistent
than many white dialects. 18 It is said that BEV does not have an obligatorypast
Yet we found that much of BEV syntax is organizedaroundthe
tense (41-42).
tense marker, like other English dialects;'9 that clusters that are formed by the
regularpast tense areretainedmoreoften thanotherclusters;andthatthe pasttense
of strongverbs is used more consistentlythanin white dialects (Labov 1965). It is
stated that when didn't is used to negate past sentences, as in He didn't go, it
indicatesan optionaltense marker;but thatwhen ain't occurs, as in He ain't go, it
representsnot tense but a "point-action" aspect (42). We studied the intimate
alternationof didn't and ain't as closely as we could, but found no evidence of
semantic differences. Our results were confirmedby empiricalstudies of BEV in
other cities (for Detroit, Wolfram [I969]; for Washington, Fasold [1972aJ; for
Berkeley, Mitchell-Kernan(i969]; for Los Angeles, Legum et al. [1972]). We
thereforecame to the conclusion that many statementsmade by Creolists about
BEV grammarwere wide of the mark;and that some of them might actuallylimit
the value of researchfor educators, since teachers might very well not recognize
the speech of the children in their classroom as Black English from these
descriptions.
As far as the dialectologists were concerned, we noted their claims that everything found in BEV so far could be found in Southern white speech. Sledd,
perhaps the most competent and accurate observer of the Southern linguistic
scene, seemed to agree (I972). Our own explorationsof a few Southernspeakers' formal reactions seemed to indicate that this was so for most syntactic
features (Labov, Cohen, Robins, & Lewis I968:260-6I).
Yet there were a fair
number of morphological patterns and aspect markers of BEV that were not
reportedfor Southernspeech, like the use of ain't for didn't and remote present
perfect been. The systematic and reliable data of the Atlas recordsdidn't cover
features like these. When American dialectologists did discuss variablepatterns
like consonantcluster simplification, or the more categoricalabsence of underlying subject-verb agreement, their treatment of the details seemed less linguistically oriented than the Creolists'.
In response to the researchon Black English of the I960S, some dialectologists
simply reaffirmed their earlier position with renewed vigor: that there was no
such thing. In 197I, JuanitaWilliamson wrote that the featuresused to identify
Black English are "neither black nor white, but American" (0971:173).
This
was no longer an academic discussion. Williamson's paper was inserted into a

(I972),
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series of violent attacks against the "myth" of Black English in The Crisis, the
official organof the NAACP. The editor, HenryLee Moon, denounceda linguistic project for improving standardEnglish writing by the contrastiveanalysis of
Black English patternsas a conspiracyto teach imperfectEnglish, and so impose
a "relic of Slavery" on black children, "subvertingtheir aspirationsfor excellence" (1971). 20 This campaignwas supportedby Roy Wilkins, KennethClark,
and many prominentblack leadersof the time. BayardRustinwrotethat "'Black
English', after all, has nothing to do with blackness but derives from the conditions of lowerclass life in the South (poor Southern whites also speak 'Black
English')" (1971). In 1972, Dillard and I gave papers about Black English
before the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History. ErnestMcKinney circulated a letter to all recognized black leaders, calling for an end to this
type of research:
what is being promulgatedas "Black English" is really a phenomenonout of
the heads of a few white middle-class "liberals" who have decided to organize Negro life and build up a body of pseudo-scholarship,sometimesbordering on shysterism with the help of a few participatingNegroes (1972).
Given the polemical characterof the academic study of Black English, and a
public debate of this kind, it seems very unlikely that testimonycould have been
given in a calm and objective spirit at the I979 trial in Ann Arbor. It wouldn't
seem hard for the defendants to find expert witnesses who would nullify any
testimony thatthe linguists would bring forward.One could expect the defense to
put on the stand educationalpsychologists who would state that black children's
language was a "restricted code" or a product of verbal deprivation. Failing
that, they could summon a black academic figure to testify that the alleged
language barrier,the so-called "Black English," was a myth, an inventionof
white liberals. Most effective of all would be the appearanceon the stand of a
linguist who would explain thatthe speech of blacks was simply equivalentto the
geographicdialect of the region of the South they had come from. Any of these
positions would undercutthe plaintiffs' contentionthat the Green Road children
spoke a black dialect used throughoutthe United States, which had developed
over centuries of slavery and segregation.
It doesn't seem likely that Judge Joiner could have decided which of these
conflicting testimonies was right. If one group of linguists weren't able to convince their academic colleagues about the natureof Black English, how could
they hope to convince someone completely outside the field? Given the state of
the issues in the early 1970s, it would seem that linguists' argumentativehabits
had permanently cancelled any effectiveness they might have in the public
forum.
But something quite differenthappened.Linguistsdid not nullify each others'
position. By 1979, the field which had been so divided andcontentiousjust a few
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years earlier had reached a consensus about the nature and origin of Black
English.
OBJECTIVITY

IN

THE

STUDY

OF

THE

VERB

TO BE

One of the most strikingvariablesof BEV is the copula, that is, the variousfinite
forms of be as main verb and progressive auxiliary. Where other dialects show
two forms, BEV shows four:
a.
a.
(3) a.
(4) a.

(I)
(2)

He is always doing that.
He's always doing that.
He always doing that.
He be always doing that.

b.
b.
b.
b.

He is tired out.
He's tired out.
He tired out.
He be tired out.

In the remainderof this paper, I will use the analysis of the BEV copula to
illustrate the way that principles of objectivity and commitment operated to
producethe final consensus on the natureand origin of BEV. The analysis of the
past tense, or the negative might also be used for this purpose, but the copula is
the most complex and far-rangingproblem, has produced the most dramatic
results, and leads us directly into the issue of BEV aspect. Sentence type (4) is,
in fact, a part of the distinct aspect system, and will be dealt with in the next
section (Steps Towards Consensus).
This section will review the problem of the alternationof the finite forms
(1-3). The question is whether i(a,b) and 2(a,b) are the result of variable morphological insertion of forms from a superposeddialect, or whether 2(a,b) and
3(a,b) are the result of the variable reduction of an underlying form i(a,b).
Bailey (1965) pointed out the resemblancebetween 3(b) and Jamaicanbasilectal
di tiicha guud: following this idea, BEV would be closer to the post-Creole
continuum in Jamaica than other English dialects. The second solution would
show BEV as a dialect that differs from others by an additionalrule of auxiliary
deletion.
The approachthat we used in attackingthis problemfollowed three principles
of objectivity that appearto be held in common by all those who try to do serious
scientific work.
The value of data for confirming a theory is inversely related to:
I. the degree of control over the data by the investigator
2. the lapse of time between observation and recording
3. the similarityin the sources of errorin the confirmingwork and the work
that is being confirmed.
These are three aspects of the more general scientific principle of doubt: that
errorsare to be suspected and searched for everywhere. The three points might
be summed up more simply as three kinds of doubt:to doubtour selves, to doubt
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our memories, and to doubt our methods. In the first case, we try to put the self
in a situation where it can do no harm; in the second case, we try to limit the
tricksthatmemorycan play on us as much as possible; in the thirdcase, we try to
shift our methods as often as possible to undercutthe tendency to keep proving
ourselves right by making the same mistake over and over again.
Those who follow the first principle carefully will construct double blind
experiments where even the investigatordoes not know the difference between
dependent variable and control. An obvious corollary is that no data entirely
controlled by the theoristcan be used to prove his or her own theory. This does
not of course rule out introspectionas a resourcefor makingguesses and forming
theories: the principles only concern the value of data for confirminga theory,
and so arriving at the consensus we are looking for.
Though there are plenty of linguists who disregardthese principlesentirely,
those who have worked on BEV have not. None of the linguists who have
contributedto the analysis of BEV have relied on their introspections.They were
also wary of the formalelicitations thatdrawon the introspectionsof others. This
might seem obvious in the case of the dialectologists, or mainland Creolists
working in the Caribbean,but it also held true when black American linguists
began workon BEV. (Forwhy this shouldbe so, see Baugh[ I980].) The database
for the objective study of BEV included recordingsof unmonitoredconversation,21 recorded interviews and group sessions, experimentsin the field and in
schools, rapid and anonymous surveys, the field notes of ethnographicobservation, and a wide variety of historical documents.
Our base for the analysis of the BEV copula includedrecordingsof interviews
and group sessions with 57 black speakers and 8 whites, repetitiontests, and
psycholinguistic experimentscarriedout by Jane Torrey in the Harlemschools.
The solution to the analytical problem that we arrived at is given in Labov
(I969b). It is the second alternativeoutlined above: that Black English has an
underlyingcopula in the presenttense as in the past, thatsome of these formsare
contracted,and that from the pool of contractedforms some show deletionof the
remaining consonant. We came to this answer through the following steps.
a. A qualitative distributionalanalysis showed that where other dialects of
English can contract, BEV can delete or contract the copula; but where other
dialects cannot contract, BEV cannot delete or contract.The implicationsof this
observationled to an analysis of the conditions for English auxiliarycontraction
in general, which had not been studieduntil thattime. Ourfindingswere thatthis
contractionis the deletion of a shwa in words of the shape V(C), wherethe vowel
is lax and unstressed, and in most dialects, only where the abstracttense marker
is present.22 The applicationof contractionto will, has, etc., is dependenton a
prior process of initial glide deletion.
b. Auxiliary contractionand deletion can then be integratedinto the general
phonology of English of Chomsky and Halle (I968), in the following sequence
of ordered rules:
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Stress assignment
stress reduction governed by constituent structure
vowel reduction (obligatory)
glide deletion (does not apply to is)
auxiliary contraction (optional)
assibilation (see -below)
-- auxiliary deletion (optional)
-

c. As Stewart (1967) argued, other solutions are possible if one gives up the
idea of writing the simplest possible rules. BEV could be said to have a negative
markerain't, a question markeris, a past tense markerwas, a nonfinite form be
and automaticis-supportin exposed position for sentences like That's whathe is.
These various forms might have only an accidental relationship to the finite
forms of the copula in other dialects. Qualitativeargumentson underlyingforms
can be persuasive but not convincing to Creolists who prefer to believe that a
grammar is possible psychological construction.
Quantitativeanalysis is then necessary for an objective demonstrationof how
contractionand deletion are embeddedin the rule systems of BEV. Ourdatabase
for this work included recordingsof interviews and group sessions for 57 black
speakers, who representall the named groups in the area from I oth to I I8th
Street and a sample of adults from that area, along with 8 white speakers from
two control groups in upper Manhattan. Figure i shows the pattern for the
preadolescent Thunderbirds,the adolescent Jets and Cobras, the young adult
Oscar Brothers,a sample of individualadults, and the Inwood adolescentcontrol
group. For all groups (and for all individuals in each group) we find that more
full forms are used in individual interviews, and that deletion is used more often

T-Birds
(I0-12
yrs)

NP

Group~

NP
Figure

i.

pro

Cobras
(I2-17
yrs)

NP pro

~CC ~~

pro

~

NP pro

Jets
(12-17

yrs)

Oscar
Brothers
(i6-i8 yrs)

Adults
(20-70
yrs)

Inwood
(white)
([0-17
yrs)

NP pro

NP pro

NP pro

NP pro

~~

X

~ ~

NP pro_

~~~~~~~~

NP pro_

NP pro_

NP pro_

Percentages of full, contracted, and deleted forms of is with pronoun subject vs. other
noun-phrasesubject for six groups in single and group (casual) style (from Labov 1972:
85).
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in less formal contexts and styles. The patternof environmentalconstraintswas
also uniform. Figure I shows the effect of the preceding subject: pronouns
strongly favor both contraction and deletion.
d. The effect of the following grammaticalenvironmentis more complex and
turnedout to be more importantin the final analysis. The general patternis the
same for contraction and deletion:
Favoring contraction
and deletion least

+

e

Favoring contraction
and deletion most

Noun phrase - adj./locative - progressive verb - future (gonna)
Since the first analyses did not show a clear differentiationof predicateadjective
and locative, these two were combined in most of the tables that followed.
e. The direction of the constraints was the same for both contraction and
deletion, but the size of the effects was greaterfor deletion. This implied that
contractionand deletion were similar but distinct variable rules with the same
patternof environmentalconstraints. Sentences that showed deletion appearto
have been subject to the effect of both rules, sharpeningthe differencesbetween
noun phraseon the one hand and gonna on the other. That they are distinctrules
is shown by the fact that assibilation of /tl in it's, that's, and what's must be
orderedaftercontraction,bringingthe sibilantinto contactwith the It!, but before
deletion of the Is!.
f. This patternof results was replicatedin studies of the BEV copula in other
areas, as shown in Table 2. This gave us confidence in the analysisof the copula,
and also demonstrated the remarkable geographic unity of BEV grammar.
g. Wolfram's work in Mississippi (I974) demonstratedin addition that are
must be included in the copula deletion rule with the same patternof constraints
as is, contraryto the proposal of Labov et al. (1968) and Labov (i969b). Our
earlierassumptionthat whites did not delete is was shown to be wrong:Wolfram
found a regularbut low-level patternof deletion among white school children,
which he arguesis best explained on the basis of the influenceof blackspeech on
white.

TABLE 2.

Percentage deletion of the copula by following grammatical
environmentfor four groups of BEV speakers

NYC: Thunderbirds
NYC: Jets
Detroit: working class
(Wolfram 1969)
Berkeley: working class
(Mitchell-Kernan 1969)

NP

ADJ

LOC

VERB

FUTTURE

23
32
58

48
36
44

36
52
46

66
74
61

88
93
97

09

03

14

71

75
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h. Torrey's work among second graders in Harlem has already been cited
(Language barriers above) to show thatthe full form of is is predominantamong
BEV speakers at this age. She also demonstratedthat the copula was highly
adaptableto a programof instruction.Table 3 shows the resultsof an experiment
with 27 black school second-gradersin Harlem(I97I). The spontaneousproduction of the copula is intermediatebetween verbal and possessive Is/ (which we
believe to be absent from the basic grammar),and pluralIsl (which is regularly
present). This fits in with the notion that there are regularrules for contraction
and deletion of the copula. The second row of the table shows the level of
success in a test for comprehension of the meaning of the inflections. Comprehension of the contracted copula, for example, is tested by the ability to
distinguish a picture designated by "He's cut" from one appropriatefor "He
cut." The copula score is quite low, almost as low as the comprehensionof the
use of verbal/s! to differentiatesingular "The cat sleeps" from plural "The cats
sleep". The third line shows results one week after a single ten-minutetraining
programto increase recognition of the various inflections. The singular use of
verbal Isl showed no improvementat all, but success with the copula jumped
from .4 to I.3, the most significant gain of all the inflections. These results are
consistent with the view that BEV has an underlyingcopula that is easily brought
to awareness, but that there is no subject-verb agreement rule.
These results helped to establish the recognition that BEV has well-formed
rules of its own, and forms a distinct linguistic system. The analysis of the copula
was particularlyimportantin the developing field of variation theory, since it
was used to introduce the concept of variable rules. When Cedergren and
Sankoff (I974) rationalizedthat practice in the light of probabilitytheory, they
used the copula data from Harlem to demonstratethe independenceof variable
constraints. Yet the copula data did not bear directly on the question of the
historical origins of BEV: it only demonstratedone way in which BEV was
closely aligned with other dialects. The Creolistsrecognized some of the qualitative argumentsconcerning the copula, and respondedto them, but they did not
deal at all with the quantitativedata of (d)-(h) above. 23 For my part, I was not
very much alert to the evidence for the Creole and pidgin origins of BEV at the

TABLE

3. Learnability of inflections by BEV speakers as shown by production
and comprehensionbefore and after training
Plural

Verb

Possessive

Copula

Speech (% realized)

90

40

50

70

Understood& named correctly (max = 2.0)
Before training
After training

1.7
1.8

Singular Plural
.1
1.1
.1
1.6

1.3
1.8

.4
1.3
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time, and received a vigorous letter of protestfrom Stewartabout the statement
in our final reportthat "the evidence for a general Creole in the United States is
not strong" (Labov et al. I968:6). 24 The first two principlesof objectivity had
carriedus to some interestinginsights into the structureof BEV, but they hadn't
produced consensus on the wider issues surroundingBlack English.
STEPS

TOWARDS

CONSENSUS

No single chronological account will give a clear pictureof the developmentof
the view of Black English that was presentedin Judge Joiner's courtroomin the
summer of 1979. There are many strands of social and intellectualevents that
influenced the linguists and their views: the delineationof the Creole continuum
and the process of decreolization;the joint commitmentof linguists to the defense of black people and their language;the entranceof black linguists into the
scene; the applicationof new analyticaland experimentaltechniquesto the data;
the refinementof field methods; and deeper knowledge of the aspect system of
BEV. In this section 1 will try to disengage these developments in sequence
without losing sight of their interconnections.Again, the focus of the linguistic
argumentwill be the various forms of the verb to be and the variabilityof the
copula, since the developmentof consensus was most dramaticallydemonstrated
in this area of BEV grammar.
Decreolization. Throughout the earlier discussion of the possible Creole
origins of BEV, it was assumed that a process of "decreolization" had taken
place over the last century that brought the grammarand the lexicon closer to
other dialects and furtheraway from a Caribbean-type,basilectal model. This
notion began to take much clearer shape when Creole studies advancedrapidly
after the Mona conference of 1968. The first observationrelevant to the BEV
copula was made by Fergusonat thatconference( 97 1). Firsthe pointedout that
languagescould be divided into two types from the point of view of presenttense
predications:those with a copula (type A: English, Greek . . .) and without(type
B: Hebrew, Russian . . .). Type B languages supply from varioussourcesa verb
of existence or copula in the exposed positions discussed in our qualitative
analysis of contractionand deletion (Yes, he is; God is; He is today; That's what
he is; etc.). Ferguson then showed that the absence of the copula is a common
feature of simplification of type A languages, found in baby talk and foreigner
talk as well as pidgins and Creoles with a lexical base drawn from these languages. A student of BEV might then infer that a zero copula in BEV was the
result of simplificationof a type A grammar,leaving stressedelements in place,
or a remodeling according to type B principles.
In a still-unpublishedpaper, Anshen (1970) pointedout thatthe associationof
the absence of the copula with Creoles was not well motivatedby the structureof
Creole grammars.A review of a numberof Creoles indicatedthat Creoles were
in fact copula-rich languages, with a variety of verbs for predicatingwith noun
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phrases, locatives, progressives, and so on. Bickerton's large-scale analysis of
the Guyanese Creole continuum(1972) demonstratedthat the absence of a copula was characteristicallya mesolectal form. In the patternof the implicational
scale for the copula, the durativeor habitualuse of a plus verb shifts to zero, and
zero is then replaced by finite forms of be. The patternof the mesolect shows
partial resemblances to the mainland BEV variations, though the Caribbean
pattern does not match the profile of Table 2, as we will see.
Fasold (i 972b) put forwardthe clearest statementof the emerging view that,
in the course of decreolization, variablerules for insertingmorphemesgive way
to obligatory morphological rules followed by variable phonological reduction.
The irregularpatternof forms cited by Stewart (I968) and Dillard (1972) from
earlierrecords, with am in the thirdsingularand is in the first singular,shows the
same irregulardistributionthat we now find for verbalIs/, which is still governed
by such a variable insertion rule. On the other hand, subject-verb agreementis
well established in the copula for our younger Harlemspeakers, and adults show
increasing phonological conditioning of the deletion rule.
Commitmentand consensus. As linguists were beginning to converge on
theoretical matters, they were also drawn together in the social arena. The first
issue that drew general attentionwas the extreme position taken by some of the
educational psychologists: that the verbal deprivationof black children was so
great thatthey were best treatedas if they had no languageat all. Joan and Steven
Baratz called my attention to the work of Bereiter and Engelmann(1966) who
developed a teaching method based on the premise that black children had to be
taughtan entirely new languagebefore they could learnanythingelse, since their
home language was a kind of "restricted code" that lacked any of the means
necessary for learningconcepts. Creolists, dialectologists, and analystsof variation all agreed that something had to be done about educatorswho insisted that
the only logical answer to the question, "Where is the squirrel?" is "The
squirrelis in the tree," and that children who answered "'Onthe tree" did not
show the capacity for logical thought. The linguistic response (Labov I969a;
Baratz & Baratz 1969) was strong enough to arouse considerablesupportin the
field of education.
One of the educational psychologists who had been involved in the verbal
deprivationtheory then shifted to the traditionalcompeting position: that blacks
were genetically inferior. Arthur Jensen argued in the Harvard Educational
Review of 1969 that compensatoryeducation had failed even though vast sums
had been spent on it; that there were sharp limits on what could be done to
improve the school performanceof lower-class black children, since most of
them were genetically incapable of forming concepts freely; that the only solutions to the educationalproblemsof the innercity were to trainblack childrenfor
lower-skilled jobs by associational methods, and to limit their numbers in the
population.
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Most linguists realized that their knowledge of the logical structureof languages was relevantto both of these issues. On December 29, 197 1, a resolution
was proposed to the Linguistic Society of America which called to public attention the linguistic evidence againstJensen's point of view, statingthatno natural
language has been shown to be superiorto anotherfor the expression of logical
thought. A referendumon the resolution passed by a wide margin; the only
disagreementexpressed was about whetherthe Society should take positions at
all. It was endorsed again at the annual meeting two years later.
The adoption of a general position by linguists was not simply a reflectionof
the personal commitment of some individuals under the two principles formulated above. There appearedto be broaderprinciplesof commitmentoperatingin
linguists' responsesto questions of public policy on languageandeducation.One
may be termedthe principle of linguistic democracy, which I would formulatein
this way:
Linguists supportthe use of a standarddialect in so far as it is an instrumentof
wider communication for the general population, but oppose its use as a
barrier to social mobility.
Linguists tend to be against educationalmethods that issue a generalprohibition
against the use of vernacularsin the schoolroom. This is not because they are
against the use of a standard,but because they believe that these methodswill in
the long run prevent children from acquiringthe use of the standardand from
learning how to read and write. At the same time, this principle appearsto be
under reserve to a broader one that may be called the principle of linguistic
autonomy:
The choice of what language or dialect is to be used in a given domain of a
speech community is reserved to members of that community.
It is of course always hardto say who speaks for the community, and finding out
the choice of a community forms another whole domain of research. But for
linguists who are studying a speech communitythat is not their own, like those
white linguists who were engaged with the black community, the principlehas a
clear application. They don't claim for themselves the right to speak for the
communityor make the decision on what forms of languageshouldbe used. The
entireproblemtakes on a differentform with the next turnof events in the history
of research on Black English.
The entrance of blacks into thefield. In response to public pressureto open
up higher education to minorities, graduatefellowships were made availableto
American blacks during the early 1970s. The public controversyon Jensenism
and the response of linguists were partly responsible for a growing interest in
linguistics among black students. A number of black students began graduate
study with an expressed interestin contributingto the study of Black English as
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well as Creoles and pidgins in general. At the same time, black linguists from the
Caribbeanentered the field, and some did field work on Black English in the
United States.
All of the black linguists used ethnographictechniques to study the use of
language in the speech community and at the same time investigatedfeaturesof
internalstructure.Mitchell-Kernandealt with the use of languagein the Berkeley
community (I969) and providedimportantevidence on the copula (see Table 2).
Smitherman's Talkin' and Testifyin' (1977) also deals with discourse but includes valuable descriptions of the tense and aspect system. John and Angela
Rickford(1976) studied the gestures "cut-eye"' and "suck-tooth" in the American and Caribbeanblack community;John Rickford studied the developmentof
be in the Sea Islands (I974), the semantics of been in Philadelphia(I975), and
the pronominal system of Guyana (1979). Baugh contributedto the study of
gestures in the black community (1977), though his main work is in the grammatical structureof BEV, including the copula, in New York (1980) and Los
Angeles (I979). Spears added a new dimension to the study of the tense and
aspect system of BEV with his discussion of the camouflaged marker come
(I980).

Several black scholars have developed our knowledge of the process of decreolization in the communityto the point that it is no longer a matterof indirect
inference. Vaughn-Cooke(1976) gave a detailed view of the restorationof initial
syllables across generations in Mississippi. Rickford demonstrateddecreolization in progress in Guyana (1979). Hopkins indicatedcounter-movementsin the
Sea Islands (I979).
I will be drawing on a numberof these results in the discussion of the further
analysis of the verb to be in BEV, and its relation to the Creole hypothesis.
The reanalysis of the copula by the variable rule program. The original
analysis of the BEV copula used arithmeticmethods that didn't allow more than
two or three dimensions to be examined at any one time. When sentences with
noun phrase subjects were separated from those with pronoun subjects, and
divisions made between preceding and following grammaticalfactors for each
group, there were very few items in any one cell. Some distinctions had to be
collapsed. One such combination that was made early in the New York City
analysis and preserved, was to put togethera following predicateadjectivewith a
following locative. These fluctuated considerably, but generally showed more
contraction and deletion than a predicate nominal and less than a progressive
verb.
Baugh undertookto reanalyze the Harlemdata with the variablerule program
(Cedergren& Sankoff 1974), which allows all factors to be consideredat once.
He recoded all 26 recordings of the Cobras made by Lewis and Robins, and
obtained 587 tokens of the copula. Several new distinctions were included:the
most importantone for our presentconcerns is the separationof predicateadjec187
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4. VARBRIUL
I probabilities of contraction and deletionfor following
grammaticalfactors for NYC Cobras

Contraction
Deletion

NP

ADJ

LOC

VERB

FUTURE

.00
.00

.12
1.00

1.00
.68

1.00
.40

1.00
.60

Source: from Baugh 1980:95-100.

tive and locative. In general, the analysis confirmed the earlier results, with
contractionand deletion showing similargrammaticalconstraints.Therewas one
majorexception, shown in Table 4. The locative was among the strongestfactors
in favoringcontraction,25while the adjective stronglydisfavoredthe contraction
rule. For deletion, the relation was reversed:predicateadjectivesstronglyfavor
deletion, much more so than locatives.
There is no obvious synchronic explanation for this exception, but a historical explanationleaps to mind the moment we compareCaribbeanCreoles with
BEV. As Bailey showed in her study of Jamaican Creole Syntax (I966), locatives are regularlyaccompaniedwith a locative verb de. Adjectives never show a
copula, since they are basically intransitivestative verbs in JCS. The present-day
patternof constraints on deletion of the copula apparentlyreflects the Creole
origin of the dialect. There is no communicative function to this patternof
frequencies: it is purely and simply a residue of an historical process.
Baugh replicatedthis analysis in his majorstudy of Pacoima, a suburbof Los
Angeles (I979). Here he was dealing with adultsfrom a very distantgeographic
area, recordedin the most intimatevernacularsettings and in semi-formalinterviews. The output of the variable rule programfor the following grammatical
environment is shown in Table 5. VARBRUL I1 is used here: probabilities
over .5 favor the rule, and under .5 disfavor it. The patternis identical to the
New York City analysis. Predicatenominals disfavor both contractionand deletion, progressive verb and future are the most favoring. In the middle range,
locatives favor contraction almost as much as verbs, but disfavor deletion as
much as noun phrases. Predicate adjectives show the opposite: they disfavor
contractionmore than nominals, and promotedeletion almost as much as verbs.
TABLE

5. VARBRULII probabilities of contractionand deletionfor following
grammaticalfactors for Pacoima adults

Contraction
Deletion

NP

ADJ

LOC

VERB

FUTURE

.36
.32

.33
.56

.58
.29

.66
.66

.67
.69

Source: from Baugh 1979:181.
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Thus adults in Los Angeles show the same quantitativeprofile as adolescents
in New York City, three thousand miles away. It would be hard to imagine a
strongerdemonstrationof the uniformityof BEV grammarthroughoutthe United
States.
Baugh then made a comparisonwith the available data on the behaviorof the
copula in Creole grammars.He drew on a paperby Holm (1975) thatexamines a
JamaicanCreole text published by Cassidy and the Gullah texts given in Turner
( 949). Table 6 shows comparablepercentagefigures for deletion for the Harlem
Cobras, the Los Angeles adults, Gullah, and JamaicanCreole English. In every
case, the percentage of deletion with predicate locatives is low compared to
predicate adjectives. The overall profile of the Gullah data is quite close to the
Harlem and Los Angeles figures, with noun phrase the least likely to follow a
zero copula, and progressive verbs and futuregonna the most likely. The Jamaican data are quite different, and reflect more directly the basilectal pattern
outlined in Bailey (I966). The greatest percentageof zero copula is found with
the adjective, which never has a copula in the basilect. Predicatenominals show
the equative a in JCS, and progressive verbs the auxiliary a or de like the
locative. All three show low percentagesof copula in the texts, and the futureis
close to the progressive verb, as elsewhere.
This result is a striking demonstrationof the convergence of the various
approachesto the structureand historyof BEV. Scholarswho remainedskeptical
about the Creole origins of Black English up to this point will concede that here
is objective evidence for the gradualdevelopment of the currentdialect from a
Creole history.26 It also demonstratesthe importanceof the third principle of
objectivity:that the value of a confirmationis inversely relatedto the diversityin
sources of error.
If we use the same methods over and over again, we are likely to gain
confidence in our own theories without seeing their limitations. The methods of
dialect geography will demonstraterepeatedly that blacks use the same vowel
system and lexical choices as whites in each region. Repeatedobservationsof the
syntax of interrogativeand negative sentences will demonstratean identity of
Southern and BEV syntax. Repeated observations of the absence of inflections
and the presence of aspect markerswill convince the observer of the structural
identity of BEV and CaribbeanCreoles. In this way, linguists with opposing
TABLE

6. Percentage deletion of IS for four black dialects

NYC: Cobras
Los Angeles: adults
Gullah (Turmer1949)
Jamaica (LePage & DeCamp 1960)

NP

ADJ

LOC

VERB

FUTURE

14
32
11
22

72
56
52
66

31
33
22
17

59
62
52
17

78
72
88
32

Source: from Baugh 1979:180-I, and Holm 1975.
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points of view may each gain confidence that they are right throughthe repeated
use of data gathered by objective and reliable methods.
There were also repeatedconfirmationsof our earlierfindings on the parallelism of deletion and contraction. These confirmationsshared some of the same
sources of error: they used arithmeticmethods that didn't compensate for uneven distributionof the factors involved; they didn't have enough data to distinguish reliably the two critical factors, predicate adjective and locative; and
they had no time depth. Three steps were needed to go further:the introduction
of the variablerule program;the restorationof the distinctionbetween predicate
adjective and locative; and the addition of data from the nearestrelatedCreole
grammars.
The aspect system of BEV. One of the consequencesof the entranceof black
linguists into the study of BEV was a great advance in our knowledge of its
aspect system. We had early descriptions by Stewart (I965), more detailed
examinationsby Fasold (I969, 1972a), and a numberof importantobservations
by Fickett (1970). But researchinto the aspect system advancesmore slowly than
the study of variables of high frequency like the copula. It may take years to
collect the crucial sentences through participantobservation or to design the
critical experiments that reveal the underlying differences in interpretation.
Though we had collected a numberof examples of the use of be, done, and been,
the black students who came to Pennsylvania in the early 1970S were able to
show me that we had missed many importantfeatures of the aspect system of
BEV, and badly underestimatedthe extent of the semantic differences between
BEV and other dialects.
In my testimony at the Ann Arbor trial, I was able to draw on a numberof
studies of aspect by black linguists that illustratethe unique characterof BEV
grammarand semantics. This included Baugh's researchon the aspect marker
steady which indicates "persistent, consistent, and continuous" behavior
(1979), and Spears' discovery of the come of moral indignation(I980). Here I
would like to focus on those aspect markersthat intersectformallywith forms of
the verb to be.
Invariantbe was cited as the fourth alternateform of the copula in the "The
history of Black English as a public issue" section. It's usually considered to
carrythe meaningof "habitual" or "repeated" action, independentof any time
reference.27 As Stewart (I967) has pointed out, it can be indistinguishablefrom
the infinitive be as it is used in every dialect: I like to be doing that. As a
preverbalaspect marker, it resembles the typological patternof CaribbeanCreoles, though like most BEV aspects, we don't find the same combinationof form
and meaning in the Caribbean.Rickford(I974, 1975) throws light on the origin
of this feature of BEV. One line of thinking is to derive it from Anglo-Irish
model do be ... ing with what seem to be the same semantics, derivedfrom Celtic
'"consuetudinalbe"; there was in fact extensive contact between black slaves
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and Irish overseers and laborersin Jamaica. But Rickford demonstratesa more
immediate source in the Gullah community, where the mesolectal form of the
progressive is does be...ing. He traces the gradualreductionto be...ing across
generations, underthe pressureof social stigma exerted againstthe markedform
does.
Stressed been in BEV carries a complex set of semantic features: "remote,"
"relevant to the present," and "presently true." In sentences like I BEEN know
your name, it is not easily mistaken for any other dialect. White speakers who
hear and notice it28 are not apt to get the interpretation,"I learned your name
some time ago and I still rememberit (so you don't have to introduceyourself to
me)." But sentences like
(5) She been married.
are heard by white speakers as reduced forms of She's been married. It is a
peculiarityof the English presentperfect that withoutan adverbof time it implies
that the statement is no longer true. Rickford (1975) reportsa series of experiments that demonstrateradical inversion of semantic interpretationof sentences
like (5) between black and white subjects. When asked "Do you get the idea that
she's married now?" 23 of 25 black subjects said "yes," but only 8 of 25
whites; I9 of 25 blacks gave consistent "remote" interpretationsto three such
sentences, but only i white subject did so.
The BEV form be done can generally be interpretedas equivalentto the future
perfectof otherdialects, and is often heardin the form 'll be done. In our Harlem
work we found29
(6) 'Cause I'll be done put - stuck so many holes in him he'll wish he
wouldna said it.
and Baugh observed in Pacoima among many other examples:
(7) We be done washed all the cars by the time JoJo gets back with the
cigarettes (said at a church-sponsoredcar wash) (1979:151).
Here be done does the typical work of the futureperfect and may be rendered
in other dialects by "will have." It is placed in the predicationof some future
event that has relevance to some other event even further in the future. But
Baugh was presentat an interactionin the communitywhere be done was used in
the opposite way. A white guardat the pool was insultedby a black teenager,and
and the guard threw him in the pool and dunked him several times. The boy's
fathercame to the pool ready for a violent confrontation.At the height of anger
he said,
(8) I'll be done killed that motherfuckerif he tries to lay a hand on my kid
again ( 979:154).
This sentence cannot be translatedby the future perfect "I will have killed . . ." It places the be done not on the first future event but on the second.
There it functions as a true future perfective, ratherthan a "future relevant"
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form. There is no one-to-one translationwith other English dialects. The general
meaning that we have to attributeto BEV be done is that it signals the perfect
completion of the action ratherthan its relationto the state or event that follows.
In presenting the semantic differences between BEV and other dialects to a
nonlinguistic audience, nothing is more convincing than a sentence that defies
translation. Sentence (8) took 15 years to locate; now that it has been found, the
same pattern can be observed in other sentences.30 It demonstratesfor us the
critical importanceof long-term participantobservationand the variety of methods that are needed for the empirical analysis of grammar.It also provides the
kind of convincing evidence that allows linguists to arriveat a consensus on the
nature and origin of Black English:
i. The Black English Vernacularis a subsystem of English with a distinct
set of phonological and syntactic rules that are now aligned in many ways with
the rules of other dialects.
2. It incorporatesmany features of Southern phonology, morphology and
syntax; blacks in turnhave exerted influence on the dialects of the South where
they have lived.
3. It shows evidence of derivationfrom an earlierCreole that was closer to
the present-day Creoles of the Caribbean.
4. It has a highly developed aspect system, quite different from other
dialects of English, which shows a continuing development of its semantic
structure.

This is the substance of the testimony that was given by the linguists at the Ann
Arbor trial.
THE

OUTCOME

OF

THE

TRIAL

At the presentationof the plaintiffs' case, witnesses were cross-examined with
considerable vigor. In my case, defense lawyers had apparentlyread most of
what I had written on Black English. Their major effort was to show that I was
contradictingearlier statementsthat the structuraldifferences between BEV and
other dialects could not be greatenough to explain readingfailure- thatthe main
problem was a cultural and political conflict in the classroom, not a linguistic
one. 31 I acknowledged that that conflict was still a major problem but that we
now knew much more about the structuraldifferences, thanksto the recent work
of the black linguists who had enteredthe field. The defense lawyer then quoted
something that I had writtenonly six months before about the importanceof that
cultural conflict. I couldn't imagine what it was until I realized that he was
reading from unpublished galleys of the proceedings of a conference on the
ethnographyof communication.This was not a casual defense: these lawyers had
done their homework.
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In preliminaryproceedings, the defense listed eleven experts that they might
call to testify on their side. They included three linguists: Roger Shuy, Mary
Hoover, and Juanita Williamson. I found it hard to believe that Shuy would
testify for the defense,32 since everything he had done until then indicatedthat
he would take the same position I did. I telephoned him the night before I was
going to testify; he told me that he had been asked three months before to testify
for the defense and he had refused.33 It seemed equally unlikely that Mary
Hoover would testify for the defense. This suggested that the list of defense
witnesses was just an empty gesture, a legal maneuver, and this turnedout to be
the case. After several weeks of testimony, the plaintiffs' case was completed,
and it was the defense's turn. But they called no witnesses. Instead, they informed the press that the case presented by the plaintiffs was so weak that no
defense was needed.
This is a remarkablefact. Linguists, who are noted for their disagreements,
had arrivedat a consensus as far as this case was concerned. The violent oppositions of the first decade of researchwould have providedboth sides with plenty
of ammunition, and it's not hard to imagine the legal standoff of experts that
would have resulted. But by 1979, the defense was distressed to discover that
these argumentshad been left behind in the ongoing course of researchon Black
English.
Judge Joiner delivered his opinion on July 12, 1979. He found for the plaintiffs, and directed the Ann Arbor School Board to submit to him within thirty
days a plan defining the exact steps to be taken to help the teachers(I) to identify
children speaking Black English, and (2) to use that knowledge in teaching such
students how to read standard English.
After a long debate, the Ann ArborSchool Boarddecided by a narrowvote not
to appeal the decision. 34 It thereforestands as a decision in this FederalDistrict
Court that may be cited in other cases where parents have reason to think that
there is a language barrier between their children and the standardlanguage
of the school. At conferences held on the impact of the trial in Februaryand
June I980,35 we heard from several school districts where programs for dealing with the dialect situation had been introduced under the incentive of the
decision.
In his decision, Judge Joiner expressed the view that there were no barriersto
communicationin the classroom. According to his observations, teacherscould
understandchildren and childrencould understandchildren. Rather,he believed
that the language barrierthat did exist was in the form of unconscious negative
attitudesformed by teacherstowardschildren who spoke Black English, and the
reactionsof children to those attitudes. The plan submittedby the School Board
was for in-service training for teachers that would include twenty hours of
instruction on the characteristics and history of Black English, methods for
identifying speakers of the dialect, ways of distinguishing mistakes in reading
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from differences in pronunciation, and strategies for helping children switch
from Black English to standard English.
My own view, and the one that I expressed in testimony, is thatoperationson
attitudesalone will not be enough to make a substantialdifferenceto the reading
of black children. What is needed is a set of additionsto the day-to-dayreading
curriculum, in order to show the teachers how to deal with students in the
classroom who have a differentlinguistic system thanthat assumedin the curriculum. No such materialsexist as yet, but some linguists have been working at
putting their knowledge to use in this way.36
There are many questions that can be raised aboutthe outcome of the trial and
what its effects might be.37 The simple problem of communicatingthe facts
about the trial seems hardto solve. Smithermangot accuratelocal coverage, but
the nationalpress managedto convey to readersthe reverseof what was said and
done. Many indignantletters and columns appearedin protestagainstthe judge
in Ann Arbor who had told teachers to learn Black English so that they could
teach it to the children. Where the decision is understood, it isn't clear that
effective ways to implementit are on hand, or whetherit can make a substantial
difference to the education of minority children.
These are the kinds of doubts and uncertaintiesthat we can expect whenevera
forward step is made. The step is a substantialone. The results of linguistic
researchover 15 years have been writteninto the law by a jurist who could listen
to linguistic argument and restate it with extraordinaryclarity. This is Judge
Joiner's version of our consensus.
All of the distinguished researchersand professionalstestified as to the existence of a language system, which is a part of the English language but
different in significant respects from the standardEnglish used in the school
setting, the commercial world, the world of the arts and science, among the
professions, and in government. It is and has been used at some time by 8o
percent of the black people of this country and has as its genesis the transactional or pidgin languageof the slaves, which aftera generationor two became
a Creole language. Since then it has constantlybeen refinedandbroughtcloser
to the mainstreamof society. It still flourishes in areas where there are concentrationsof black people. It contains aspects of Southerndialect and is used
largely by black people in their casual conversation and informal talk (14).
It would be hard for us to improve on that statement.Indeed, the judge deserves
the last word aboutthe trial. There remainsonly the answerto the questionposed
at the outset: how can we reconcile the objectivity we need for scientific research
with the social commitmentwe need to apply our knowledge in the social world?
When I first starteddiscussing this case, I thoughtthat the answerwas clear. I
saw that our most valuable asset was the consensus that had been reached. Once
linguists arrive at a common point of view, they can testify effectively in court
and in the public forum. The strategy then seemed straightforward:follow the
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principles of objectivity rigorously and if you are right you will get the evidence
you need to convince your colleagues. You can then proceed to follow the
principlesof commitmentwith a good chance of success and the knowledge that
you haven't biased your scientific work.
On closer examinationof the record of this research, I've come to recognize
that objectivity and commitmentcan't be partitionedas neatly as that. Commitment is needed at all stages of this research:in enteringthe field; in dealing with
a racist society on both sides of the issue; withstandingthe kinds of criticismthat
I have cited above. On the other hand, people being what they are, I don't think
that any amount of objective evidence will get us to pay proper attentionto a
theory put forward by someone we don't want to believe is right.
In this case, linguists did listen to each other. I believe that this came about
because they jointly engaged in the defense of black children against those who
believed that they were inferior and that their language was inferior. That joint
action predisposedlinguists to consider each others' point of view, and led to the
common point of view that we now share.
This action was also instrumentalin bringing black linguists into this field of
research.Although I always believed thatthis was an importantstep for the study
of Black English, I now think that it was the crucial event in the developments
that I have sketched. In the I960S I would have been talking about a consensus
among white linguists about black language. Now we have the possibility of
black and white linguists jointly bringing their experience to bear upon the
problems. That didn't come about quickly; in the early 1970s, it appearedto be
impossible.38 But black scholars now have the confidence of theirachievements,
the technical tools to bring their cultural knowledge to bear, and the ability to
define the role that their white allies can play in advancing the study of Black
English.
The significance of these events has to be seen in a largercontext of the history
of the black people in America. Membersof an oppressedpeople have enteredan
academic field, taken up the tools of linguistic research, and used them for the
advancementof their nation. The forerunnersof this movementwere isolated and
ignored during their lifetimes. In Lorenzo Turner'slast years, he could not find
anyone to take his notes and records into safe keeping; he died believing that his
work was wasted and forgotten. When Beryl Bailey died, she was bitterlyaware
that her research was for the most part set aside, her book out of print, her
contributionsignored. This is the experience of the black scholar in the white
man's world.
The Ann Arbortrial marksa turningpoint in this dismal history. The trial was
the initiativeof black people: the mothersof the GreenRoad children, the lawyer
Kenneth Lewis, the linguist Geneva Smitherman,and many other members of
the black community. The whites who have been privileged to play an auxiliary
role in this affair know that they are marginalto the success that was achieved.
The only permanentadvance in the condition of life in any field occurs when
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people take theirown affairs into theirown hands. I believe thatthis is trueof the
study of Black English as it is true everywhere.

NOTES

*One of a series of invited papers commemorating a decade of Language in Society.
i.
Early draftsof this paperbenefited from correctionsand suggestionsof severalcolleagues who
were centrally involved in the events described here: I am indebted to Geneva Smithermanand
RichardBailey for their close reading, which correctedmany misconceptionsand errorsof fact. The
view of the origins of the case and the introductionof the language question is directlydrawnfrom
their observationsand analysis. Dell Hymes correcteda numberof faults and is responsiblefor some
importantreformulations.Vic Webb and Teresa Labov made manycorrectionsand improvements.In
the history of the linguistic analyses presented here, it will become evident that many others have
corrected mistakes that spring from my own backgroundand researchhistory: the names of John
Baugh, John Rickford, and Derek Bickerton are regularly associated with this burden. I would
particularlylike to acknowledge my debt to Beryl Bailey, William Stewart, and J. L. Dillard, who
never stopped trying to demonstrateto me the evidence for the Creole historyof Black English, even
when I was not alert enough to realize its importance.
The general conception of this paperwas first developed at presentationsat the Universityof Paris
VIII (Vincennes) and at the Universityof Toulouse-Mirailduringthe year of the trial. I am gratefulto
my colleagues there for their continued interest in the problem of integratingacademic work with
social action.
I am indebted to Provost Thomas Ehrlich of the University of Pennsylvania,for bringingthis
2.
quotation to my attention in his introductionto PresidentHackney's inauguration.The quotationis
from Hand's address on receiving a honorarydegree from his own university, Harvard,in 1939.
The case is officially Martin Luther King Junior ElementarySchool Children et al. v. Ann
3.
Arbor School District Board. Citationsto the four opinions in the case (with the last item containing
two opinions) are given as the following page numbersto the volumes of the FederalSupplement,
published by West Publishing Company:45I F. Supp 1324 (E.D. Mich 1978); 463 F. Supp 1027
(E.D. Mich 1978); 473 F. Supp I371 (E.D. Mich 1979).
4.
The informationcited here is from the Second AmendedComplaintof December29, I978 (see
below).
We first presented a critique of the Wepman Auditory DiscriminationTest test to the staff
5.
membersof the Institutefor DevelopmentalStudies in 1965. Since then therehave been a numberof
dissertationsand publicationsthat have demonstratedits bias against nonnal-hearingblack children.
The recordings themselves were played in court, and were quite effective in persuadingthe
6.
judge thatthe home languageof the childrenwas radicallydifferentfrom the standardlanguageof the
classroom. The judge also heardthe childrenspeak in the courtroom,and was able to observedirectly
the effect of a formal setting in repressing the spontaneous flow of language.
The predominanceof the full form of the copula in the speech of young children(especially
7.
after full noun phrases) was first documentedin Torrey (1971) (see Table 3). Kovac (I980) gives a
much fuller demonstrationof this fact, and shows that the adult form of the copula rules does not
begin to emerge before the age of 7.
8.
The comparisonof the Green Road children's speech with other speakersof the Black English
Vernacularis from a documentthat I preparedfor the trialon the basis of the quotationsin the Second
Amended Complaint.
1 am remindedby RichardBailey that some of the most effective reportingof the case was in
9.
the Ann Arbor News by KatherineGreene, a former school teacherand memberof the Ann Arbor
black community. She provided accurate and extensive accounts of the court sessions and School
Boardhearings, that were certainlya factor in the positive reactionof Ann Arborto the eventualcourt
decision.
IO.
BRIDGE, by Gary Simpkins, Grace Holt, and CharlesettaSimpkins, publishedby Houghton
Mifflin. This is a fully developed readingprogramfor black childrenwho have fallen behind in the
early grades. It uses tape-recordedtalks of a culturalintermediaryand readingsfrom modified forms
of black folklore to help students make the transition from BEV to standardEnglish. Simpkins
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testified at the trialon the general principlesbehind BRIDGE in its approachto solving the cognitive
and cultural conflicts between black children and the schoolroom, though the program itself is
designed for students at a later educational stage than the Green Road children were at.
II.
It was just this principle that motivated me to write "The Logic of Non-standardEnglish"
(i969a) as part of the general reaction of linguists against uninformedrejectionof black children's
language as a medium for learning (see below).
I2.
In a papergiven before the gth NWAVE Conferencein i 980, Shuy elaboratedon the risks that
an expert witness runson the stand, promptedby a numberof his own experiences in testifying on the
evaluation of videotaped conversations.
13.
For this approachto the problem, I am indebtedto Dell Hymes. The wordingof both formsof
the principle, as given below, are taken directly from his reformulation.
14.
Baugh (1979) suggests that the most consistent form of the vemacularis used when everyone
present is a vemacular speaker who spends most of their time with vernacularspeakers. In his
multivariateanalysis, he was able to measurethe effect of variationalong this dimension - vernacular vs. non-vernaculargroup - as againstpersonalsolidarity. For most variables, the two dimensions
had about an equal effect.
15.
The term "Standard Black English" is now widely used by black scholars to refer to that
vanety of standardEnglish used by blacks, distinct from other varietiesby phonologicalvariablesbut
usually identical in grammar.
I6.
Our knowledge of BEV is of course relatively more advanced, not advanced in any absolute
sense. The number of unanswered questions about that dialect is as great as for any other.
17.
In his 1972 article, McDavid pointed out that new knowledge about creoles and pidgins,
including the work of Turnerand Bailey, has led to a serious reappraisalof the comparisonof black
and white speech. "Although only a generationago it was common, even amongobserverstrainedin
the social sciences, to dismiss the dialects of Negroes as combinationsof archaismsand mispronunciations, only the most ignorant would make such a statement today" (82). After a number of
reservations and criticisms of the Creolist position, he concludes that the claims of Creolization
should not be "casually dismissed" (87). This reasonable tone was sometimes superseded by
McDavid's form of whimsical polemic, with waspish remarks about the "magnates of the sociolinguistics industry"(1979:176). But in spite of Dillard's savage onslaught, McDavid was content
to "concede to my more brilliant colleague James H. Sledd the role of Ralph Nader to the Black
English industry" (0979:165).
I8.
As shown by McDavid & McDavid's study of plurals with nouns of measure in the United
States (I964). In an exploratorystudy of the dialect of Leeds, I also found a much more consistent
use of zero plural with nouns like year and pound than among BEV speakers.
The tense markeris an essential element in the operationof questions, negatives, tag ques1g.
tions, contractions, and other rules of English syntax. BEV speakers do show some differences in
theiruse of inversion, and in theirrecognitionof the zero tense markerin must, producingmustdon't,
in double modals, and with third singular/s! insertion. But on the whole these are minor issues; the
Black English Vernacularsentence is organized, like otherdialects of English, aroundthe finite verb
and its tense marker.
20.
The programattacked here was the Language CurriculumResearch Group headed by Carol
Reed of Brooklyn College and supportedby the Ford Foundation. Paul Cohen, a co-authorof our
Harlem report of 1968, was a member of the group and helped develop methods of teaching the
writing of standardEnglish by contrastiveanalysis with BEV. The group tried vigorously to correct
the misstatementsand misconceptionsof theircritics, but the end result was a withdrawalof the Ford
Foundationfrom researchhaving to do with Black English. As late as 1978, an official of the Ford
Foundationtold me that they were continuing the "once burned,once warned" policy on this topic.
2I.
These unmonitoredsessions were not of course candid recordings but recordings made on
outings where the effect of recording and the presence of an outside observer was greatly reduced.
Some of the best records of the vernacularwere made when groups were traveling in a Volkswagen
camper, and the only person who wasn't a member of the group was the driver.
22.
The tense marker must be present for BEV contraction and deletion, as in many
other dialects, so that Thev have is affected but not the have in They may have. In some English
dialects this condition is missing, so that words like as, of, and the are contracted and deleted.
23.
Dillard (1972) says that "the child who said My brother's sick probably was indulging in
some kind of code-switching underthe influence of standardEnglish" (54). He cites formnssuch as Is
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they sick? and Is I'm sick as evidence. As far as children below the age of seven are concemed,
Dillard is probablycorrect. Kovac (1980) shows that the alignmentof the adultrules does not begin
to show up in black children before that age.
24.
The assessment of the Creole hypothesis in our 1968 reportreads "There is muchof considerable interest in this hypothesis for linguistic theory, and it is hoped that furtherhistoricalevidence
will be uncovered" (7). I now find this patronizing and offensive to an extreme degree.
The variable rule model used here is the multiplicativeapplicationsmodel of VARBRUL I
25.
(Cedergren& Sankoff 1974), where the most favoring element in each factorgroup shows the value
of i.oo.
26.
I was certainly pleased when James Sledd told me in the fall of 1980 that this was "the first
serious evidence for the Creole hypothesis that I had heard" (personal communication).
27.
The "habitual" and "iterative" meanings of be form the core of the semantic complex
involved here. But evidence continues to mountthat it can also be used for single events or penranent
states when a higher degree of reality is to be signalled. For example, an older woman in a hospital
said to a younger woman, in referenceto God, "Her Fatherbe your Father" (my own observation).
28.
Though this been is stressed, it is often not noticed by outside observers.Once black students
at Penn had begun to turn my attentionto stressed been, I recordedmany more examples than I had
heard in New York City. When John Baugh relistenedto the group sessions of the Cobras, he noted
that someone was asked if he was quitting the card game, the answer was "I been quit." We must
have missed a lot of been in New York.
Though we quoted this example in relation to done, we didn't recognize at that time the
29.
existence of be done as a regular member of the aspect paradigm.
30.
In 1979, Michael Brown of Swarthmorerecordedthe speech of some truly bidialectalblack
students. In a locker room conversation, someone was challenged when he said that he wasn't going
to dress up to go to a certain restaurant.He was told, "When some big old dude goes upside your
head, you'll be done kiss the ass of everybody aroundthere." Here a whenclause providesthe same
priorpredicationas the if clause of sentence (8), and be done goes on the clause signalling the later
event.
31.
In his decision, JudgeJoinerseems to have acceptedthe point of view thatthe culturalconflict
was the primaryproblem. Though he had insisted that the complaint should not refer to cultural
issues, in the sense of culturaldeprivation,his emphasis on the formationof negative attitudespoints
to a cultural conflict as the ultimate source of the problem (see below).
32.
Roger Shuy had been a teacherof Thomas Pietras, languageartsconsultantfor the Ann Arbor
schools. Though Pietrasdid not take the stand in the trial, he was presentthroughoutand must have
counseled the defense on who they might call as expert witnesses. Though I have no evidence to
show this, I believe that Pietras's role in the trial was a positive one. If he had been hostile to the
fundamentalideas of the plaintiffs, he might easily have broughtin a batteryof psychologists and
educatorswho would do their best to ridiculethe idea of Black English. But Pietrashad been in favor
of instructionon Black English and its history from the outset. In later talks on the subject, Pietras
argued that the schools had already been doing what was asked, and that no one had providedthe
resources - intellectualor financial - to go furtherin applyingour knowledge to improvingreading
skills.
I tried to get this into my testimony at the trial, but the defense lawyers properlycut me off
33.
with a prompt "Objection!" It was, after all, hearsay evidence.
At this point, the strenuousefforts of a numberof local residentswere an importantfactorin
34.
deciding the issue. At a closed meeting, the Boardvoted 5-to-4 to follow the School Superintendent's
recommendationto appeal. Parentscomplained that this violated the state's Open Meetings Act, and
an open meeting was held. This time the decision was 5-to-4 not to appeal. Among those who were
most active in this struggle was Robbins Burling, who had not played a role in the trial up to this
point.
Three conferences have been held to assess the outcome of the trial. The first was held by the
35.
National Instituteof Educationin September I979; the papersgiven, basically reactionsby nonparticipants in the trial, are available in Whiteman(198o). On February2 I-23, 1980, a conference was
organizedat Wayne State University, primarilyby Smitherman'sCenterfor Black Studies;it brought
togetherthe majorforces concernedwith the educationof Black youth and createdtask forces to deal
with the several aspects of the problem:the law, teachertraining,funding, the media, employment,
and national policy. A film was made about the trial in the Open University series of the BBC,
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includingthe principalpersons in the trialand the keynote addressof JamesBaldwin. Proceedingsare
publishedin Smitherman(1981). The thirdconference was held on June 2-4, 1980, sponsoredby the
National Instituteof Educationand the Ann ArborPublic Schools, and featuredan equally constructive approachto assessing the results of the trial and the educationalplan put forwardby the board.
Robert Berdanof the Southwestem Regional Laboratoriesis one linguist who has worked to
36.
develop such materials.
37.
For a review of the legal backgroundof the case, see Bailey (I981). Bailey has called my
attention to three recent legal commentaries on the trial which consider possible future courses of
litigation involving Black English:
Bickert, S. D. (ig80). Judicial recognitionof Black English as a languagebarrierunderthe Equal
Educational Opportunities Act. Iowa Law Review 65:1445-70.
MartinLutherKing Junior ElementarySchool Childrenv. Michigan Board of Education(1980):
extension of EEOA protection to Black-English-Speakingstudents. William and Mary Law
Review 22:I61-75.
Roberto, E. (1980). Constitutional law - Equal Educational Opportunity- failure to consider
Black English in reading instruction. Wayne Law Review 26: 1091-1109.
38.
Throughoutthe early I970s, there was a tendency for black students in linguistics to resist
cooperationwith white studentswho wantedto work in the same communityor on the same data, and
to guardcarefully against the possibility of others exploiting their data. Though that possibility still
exists, the problem is not as severe as it was then.
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